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Here are the three modes used most often in the Middle Ages:

Modes were used in the Middle Ages, before scales were invented.  They are also often used in folksongs 
and spirituals, composed by people who did not study major and minor scales.  Since the twentieth 
century they have been used by composers who wanted to imitate mediaeval or folk music.  They have 
also become popular with jazz musicians.

1. Try playing this melody in several ways:

œ»»»» œ»»»» œ»»»»
The first time you played it, it was in a major key.
The second time you played it, it was in a minor key.
The other three times it was modal.

B. MEDIAEVAL MODES

«̂««« »̇»»»

a) With F sharps and C sharp
b) With B flat and C sharp
c) With F sharps only
d) With G sharps
e)  As it is

«̇««« «̂««« «̂««« «̂««« «̂««« «̇««« «̇«««ll ll ll ””

===========&Mixolydian, like a major 
scale with flattened seventh. w w #w w w w w w ll

===========&Dorian, like a major scale with 
flattened third and seventh. w w w w w w w w ll

============&Lydian, like a major scale with 
sharpened fourth. w w #w #w w w #w w ll

============& w_ w_ w w w w w w ll
============& w w bw w w ll
===========& ll
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5. Here are two bars from  a 16th century French dance in the Dorian mode on A.  Add another two bars.

2. Add accidental(s) to make this the 
Mixolydian mode on B flat:

4. Write out the Lydian mode on G:

3. Write in the missing notes in this 
Dorian mode on F:

œ»»»» . œ»»»»J »»»» »»»»œ #œ »»»» »»»»œ»»»» œ œ œ»»»»
The normal range 
of the treble 
recorder is:

ll ll ll ll
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COMPOSITION 3:  Write a melody of 24 bars for treble 
recorder in the Dorian mode on D, beginning as follows:  

Allegrettoœ œ. œ. «««« «««« ««««« «««« ««««ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ .̂ll ll ===&
w___w ll


